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In April 2016, inmates stabbed and held a correctional officer hostage at
Perry Correctional Institution in Greenville County.' After putting the entire
institution on lockdown and regaining control of the facility, the officer was
hospitalized and eventually released. 2 At the time, this incident was only the
most recent disturbance at a South Carolina Department of Corrections
3
(Department of Corrections) facility.

A riot broke out at Trenton Correctional Institution in Edgefield County
in June 2017 after correctional officers attempted to take an illegal cell

1.
SC Department of Corrections Gets Additional $8 Million in Budget After Attack, Fox
CAROLNA (May 28, 2016, 12:46 AM), http://www.foxcarolina.com/story/31854659/sc-depart
artment-of-corrections-gets-additional-8-million-in-budget-after-attack [hereinafter SC Department
of Corrections].
2.
Id
3.
Id (noting that an incident occurred at the same facility in December 2015 in which
three officers were attacked).
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phone from an inmate.' During the riot, inmates started a fire in the yard and
severely damaged two inmate dorms.' Local law enforcement agencies
helped extract six correctional officers who found themselves "caught up" in
the riot, two of whom received injuries. 6 Correctional officers contained the
riot with the help of local law enforcement; the riot posed no threat to the
public, and no inmates suffered injuries. 7
The Department of Corrections found itself in the national spotlight in
July 2017 after notorious convict, Jimmy Causey, escaped one of the state's
maximum-security facilities.' Causey, a convicted kidnapper, misled
correctional officers with a dummy and used contraband breakout tools to
escape Lieber Correctional Institution. 9 Lieber is a level three institutionthe department's highest classification-and until September 2017, was
home to the state's death row inmates.' 0 After two days, authorities captured
Causey at a hotel in Texas with multiple guns, cell phones, false
identification, and nearly $50,000 in cash." Three civilians were arrested in
aiding Causey's escape, and at least one prison employee was fired in
connection with the incident.1 2 The Department of Corrections believed that
civilians used drones to deliver the contraband Causey used to facilitate his
escape. 13

4.
Michelle Ewing, Prison Riot Breaks Out at Trenton CorrectionalInstitute in South
Carolina, ATLANTA J. CONST. (June 15, 2017, 5:01 AM), http://www.ajc.com/news/national
prison-riot-breaks-out-trenton-correctional-institute-south-carolina/V90CX8ZHYgp6D7HPeOuvi
0/.
5. Id
6. Id
7.
Stefany Bornman, Community Reacts to Inmate Riot at Trenton Correctional
Institution, WJBF-TV (June 15, 2017, 6:52 PM), http://wjbf com/2017/06/15/community-reactsto-inmate-riot-at-trenton-correctional-institution/.
8. Associated Press, Escaped South CarolinaInmate May Have Used Drone-Delivered
Wire Cutters, GUARDIAN (July 8, 2017, 9:28 AM), https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/
jul/08/jimmy-causey-escaped-prisoner-south-carolina-drone.
9.
Id.
10. Lieber CorrectionalInstitution, S.C. DEP'T CORR., http://www.doc.sc.gov/institutions/
lieber.html (last visited Mar. 10, 2018); Death Row/Capital Punishment, S.C. DEP'T CORR.,
http://www.doc.sc.gov/news/deathrow.html (last visited Mar. 10, 2018).
11. Jack Evans, Three Arrested in Connection with Inmate Jimmy Causey, Who Escapeda
South CarolinaPrisonJuly 4, PosT & COURIER (July 20, 2017), http://www.postandcourier.com/
news/three-arrested-in-connection-with-inmate-jimmy-causey-who-escaped/articlea7c8ec6O-6d
73-1 1e7-a270-a3dffdcfb85 1.html.
12. Id
13. See Associated Press, supra note 8.
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High-profile incidents1 4 like these highlight some of the challenges
currently facing the Department of Corrections. The shortage of correctional
officers and a high turnover rate within the position are particularly
concerning.' 5 At the time of the Perry incident, the Department of
Corrections was operating with 700 fewer correctional officers than
needed.' 6 The Perry incident prompted the South Carolina legislature to
approve an $8 million addition to the department's budget to increase
staffing and otherwise improve security measures.' 7 However, even after
this budget increase, a correctional officer remains one of the lowest paid
law enforcement positions in the state." In an effort to attract more
applicants for correctional officers and reduce turnover in security staff,
Department of Corrections Director Bryan Stirling sought more funds to
increase correctional officers' base pay by $1,500 in the department's 20172018 budget request.19
Operating correctional institutions with too few correctional officers
presents safety issues not only for the employees but also for the inmates. 20
During their incarceration, inmates are in the direct care of the state 2 1 and
are entitled to "humane treatment." 22 Humane treatment entitles inmates to
be free from harm imposed by employees and other inmates alike. 23 Indeed,
the Eighth Amendment's Cruel and Unusual Punishment Clause gives

14. In early April, prior to publication, an eight-hour prison riot erupted at Lee
Correctional Institution. Seven inmates were killed during the melee and twenty-two others
were injured. From its initial investigation, SCDC believes the incident stemmed from
altercations between opposing gang members about contraband. Teddy Kulmala, 'Cellphones
Didn't Kill 7': SC Prison Warden Should Step Down After Riot, Group Says, STATE (S.C.)
(Apr. 17, 2018, 1:07 PM), http://www.thestate.com/news/local/crime/article209107254.html;
SC Prison Officials Revise Number of Injured to 22 in Lee CorrectionalRiot, WIS TV (Apr.
18, 2018, 8:15 AM), http://www.wistv.com/story/37979782/sc-prison-officials-revise-numberof-injured-to-22-in-lee-correctional-riot.
15. Cynthia Roldn, Why SC Corrections Chief Wants $1,500 Pay Bump for Officers,
STATE (S.C.) (Jan. 18, 2017, 10:57 AM), http://www.thestate.com/news/localcrime/articlel2719
3449.html.
16. See SC Departmentof Corrections,supra note 1.
17. Id.
18. See Rolddn, supra note 15.
19. See id.
20. See John Monk, More Inmates Killed. More Assaults on Guards. What's Happening in
SC Prisons?, STATE (S.C.) (Jan. 5, 2018, 1:06 PM), http://www.thestate.com/news/localcrime/
articlel93171214.html.
21. S.C. CODE ANN. § 24-3-20 (Supp. 2017).
22. S.C. CODE ANN. § 24-1-20 (2007).
23.

AM. BAR ASS'N, ABA STANDARDS

FOR CRIINAL JUSTICE: TREATMENT OF

PRISONERS 20 (3rd ed. 2011), https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/publications/crimin
al justice standards/TreatmentofPrisoners.authcheckdam.pdf.
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inmates a constitutional right to be kept safe from harm and to receive
adequate care while incarcerated. 24 Ensuring the physical and psychological
safety of inmates can be difficult without an adequate number of correctional
officers.25
Coupled with the shortage of correctional officers in institutions, the rise
of contraband cell phones in prisons poses significant safety risks. 26
Contraband cell phones were instrumental in both the Trenton riot 27 and the
Causey escape.28 Director Stirling identifies contraband cell phones as "the
biggest security threat, both inside and out of the prison. "29 Given the
usefulness and high value of cell phones behind bars, inmates are motivated
to devise new ways to obtain contraband cell phones while incarcerated.3 0
With the increased prevalence of drones, 3 ' inmates no longer have to rely on
accomplices to physically smuggle cell phones into prisons.3 2 Instead,
accomplices can use drones to drop off contraband inside a correctional
institution's perimeter. 33 Inmates can use contraband cell phones to
coordinate anything from drone drop-offs of other contraband to illegal
activity outside the institution.34
How can South Carolina resolve the security issues facing the
Department of Corrections and ensure the safety of its employees and
inmates? The public often considers inmates as the worst in society, and at
times, rightfully so. 35 This public perception can present tough choices for

24. Id at 21-22; see also U.S. CONST. amend. VIII.
25. Joe Davidson, Too Many Inmates, Too Few CorrectionalOfficers: A Lethal Recipe in
Federal Prisons, WASH. POST (Sept. 1, 2015), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/federal
-eye/wp/2015/09/01/too-many-inmates-too-few-correctional-officers-a-lethal-recipe-in-federal-pr
isons/ ("We don't have the proper inmate-to-staff ratio to keep the prisons safe, the inmates
safe.").
26. Erin Fitzgerald, Comment, Cell "Block" Silence: Why Contraband Cellular
Telephone Use in Prisons Warrants Federal Legislation to Allow Jamming Technology, 2010
Wis. L. REV. 1269, 1274 (2010).
27. See Ewing, supra note 4 (stating that a riot started after officers attempted to confiscate
a cell phone from an inmate).
28. See Associated Press, supra note 8 (stating that Causey used a contraband cell phone
to coordinate the delivery of wire cutters).
29. Id
30. See Fitzgerald,supra note 26, at 1277; see also Monk, supra note 20.
31. Robert L. Ellis, Drones & The Law, S.C. LAW., May 2016, at 42.
32. See id. at 47.
33. Id
34. See Fitzgerald, supra note 26, at 1274 (noting that a cell phone was used to plan and
carry out the shooting of a correctional officer at his home in 2010).
35. See Monk, supra note 20 ("Prisoners aren't angels .... ).
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legislators when creating the state budget each year. 36 Still, because inmates
are wards of the state, 37 their treatment while incarcerated reflects directly
on South Carolina as a whole. The state is responsible for ensuring that
inmates are protected while in its care. 38 Because of this responsibility, it is
imperative that the state legislature remains abreast of the Department of
Corrections's needs and that it provides budgetary support to provide
adequate care for those in its direct custody. Conversely, the Department of
Corrections must remain accountable for its expenditures and study the
effectiveness of its spending on the safety and rehabilitation of inmates.
Ultimately, increased funding to the department on the front end could save
money for taxpayers in the long run.3 9
This Note will examine how increased funding from the legislature can
help reduce some of the Department of Corrections's systemic issues by
increasing staff, improving security, and expanding rehabilitative programs.
Part II of this Note will provide background information about the
Department of Corrections by first examining a brief record of legislative
support for the department. Next, it will compare the Department of
Corrections to national and comparable state corrections statistics. Namely,
it will provide comparisons in four key areas: overall taxpayer cost, cost per
inmate, size, and staffing. Part III will explore some of the key issues
currently facing the Department of Corrections. First, it will take a more indepth look at the security threats facing South Carolina's institutions due to
staff shortages and external security breaches. Then, it will discuss existing
examples of how other states have reduced recidivism rates through
programs designed to rehabilitate inmates and teach valuable job skills.
Finally, Part IV will analyze the potential benefits of increased legislative
funding both to the Department of Corrections itself and to the state as a
whole.

36. See, e.g., Veto Letter from Henry McMaster, Governor, State of South Carolina, to
James H. Lucas, Speaker, S.C. House of Representatives (June 12, 2017) [hereinafter McMaster
Veto Letter], http://www.scstatehouse.gov/sessl22_2017-2018/appropriations2017/H372OGover
norVetoMessage.pdf.
37. S.C. CODE ANN. § 24-3-20(A) (Supp. 2017); Ward of the State, BLACK'S LAW
DICTIONARY (10th ed. 2014).
38. See S.C. CODE ANN. § 24-1-20 (2007) (stating that the Department of Corrections will
conduct itself in a manner consistent with a modern prison system and that prisoners shall have
humane treatment).
39. See, e.g., Lettie Prell, Iowa Results First: The Cost-Benefit of Corrections Programs,
RESEARCH NOTES, http://www.aca.org/acaprod imis/Docs/Corrections%20Today/ResearchNot
es/ResearchNotesSeptember20 13 .pdf.
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II. BACKGROUND

In recent years, the General Assembly has provided the Department of
Corrections with incremental additional funding. Although this funding
represents increased support by the South Carolina legislature, the
Department of Corrections still spends less to operate than corrections
departments of similar states. Before examining why the Department of
Corrections should receive additional funding, it is important to first
understand how the department is currently financially situated.
A.

Recent Legislative Fundingfor the Departmentof Corrections

After the incident at Perry Correctional Institution that resulted in a
correctional officer being hospitalized, 40 state legislators agreed to allot an
additional $8 million to the Department of Corrections. 4' Legislators stated
this bonus funding was intended to address understaffing issues and to
provide improved mental illness services for inmates. 42 But why was that
additional funding necessary above the funds approved as part of the overall
state budget issued for the fiscal year? During the 2016 legislative session,
legislators approved additional funds for the Department of Corrections to
increase the base pay for correctional officers by $1,500.43 In the state
budget passed for Fiscal Year 2017-2018, the legislature allocated
approximately $482.3 million to the Department of Corrections. 44 The
budget approved for the Department of Corrections for Fiscal Year 20172018 reflected an increase of nearly $18 million over the department's
budget approved for Fiscal Year 2016-2017.45
Nearly 67% of the funds approved for the Department of Corrections for
Fiscal Year 2017-2018 are allocated for the housing, care, security, and
supervision of inmates. 46 An examination of the Department of
Corrections's 2017-2018 Budget Plan shows that a large portion of funds
requested were to increase employees across multiple positions. 47 The
Budget Plan prioritized requests for additional security staff, including

40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.

See supra notes 1-3 and accompanying text.
SC Departmentof Corrections,supra note 1.
Id.
See Rolddn, supra note 15.
H.R. 3720, 2017-2018 Gen. Assemb., 122nd Sess. § 65 (S.C. 2018).
See id.; H.R. 5001, 2015-2016 Gen. Assemb., 121st Sess. § 65 (S.C. 2016).
See H.R. 3720, 2017-2018 Gen. Assemb., 122nd Sess. § 65 (S.C. 2018).
See S.C. DEP'T OF CORR., FISCAL YEAR 2017-18 AGENCY BUDGET PLAN, at B-16

(Oct. 3, 2016) [hereinafter BUDGET PLAN].
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correctional officers and health care workers. 48 Within health care, the
Department of Corrections prioritized funding to hire more mental health
professionals. 49 The Department of Corrections requested an increase in
mental health professionals to comply with a court order accompanying a
negative judgment against the agency. 0
In 2014, the Fifth Judicial Circuit Court of South Carolina issued an
order mandating that the Department of Corrections improve its treatment of
mentally ill inmates and certain aspects of its mental health services." The
order was issued in response to a seven-year class action suit brought on
behalf of several thousand inmates classified as mentally ill.5 2 In addition to
procedural inadequacies in the Department of Corrections's treatment of
mentally ill inmates, the court found "that inadequate mental health staffing
at all levels within [the Department of Corrections] represents a substantial
risk of serious harm to inmates with serious mental illness." 5 3 The court
recognized that staffing insufficiencies exacerbated many of the other
inadequacies observed within the Department of Corrections's mental health
care system. 54 Indeed, the order stated that many of the inadequacies that led
to the years-long litigation resulted from the system being "understaffed"
and "underfunded."" Underlying the court's opinion and order of remedial
measures to be enacted by the Department of Corrections was an
acknowledgement of the tension between the department's need for
additional funding and the legislature's difficulty as "keeper of the public
purse" in assigning funds in the best interest of the state. 56
Still, recent legislative support illustrates that members of the General
Assembly are at least privy to the department's needs, especially where
understaffing contributes to security issues.5 7 However, funding cannot be
viewed in a vacuum without reference to the overall impact and relation to
national standards. To understand how the Department of Corrections is

48. See id. at B-14 to -21.
49. Id at B-16.
50. Id at B-15.
51. See T.R. v. S.C. Dep't of Corr., No. 2005-CP-40-2925, slip op. at 37 (S.C. Ct. Com.
Pl. 2014).
52. Id at 1.
53. Id at 25.
54. Id at 23.
55. Id at 8.
56. Id at 3.
57. See H.R. 3720, 2017-2018 Gen. Assemb., 122nd Sess. § 65 (S.C. 2018); see also H.R.
5001, 2015-2016 Gen. Assemb., 121st Sess. § 65 (S.C. 2016); BUDGET PLAN, supra note 47, at
B-lI (requesting additional funding for the Department of Corrections to employ and retain
sufficient security staff).
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financially situated, it is necessary to understand how it compares to national
averages as well as those of comparable states.
B.

ComparingSCDC to National and ComparableStates' Corrections
Statistics

When considering earmarking additional funding for the Department of
Corrections, it is helpful to understand how the department's current funding
ranks in relation to the national average costs of corrections departments and
those of corrections departments in comparable states. A 2012 study of
corrections systems in forty states by the Vera Institute of Justice Center
examined the cost burden incurred by taxpayers in those states. 8 The Vera
study adjusted for a number of cost drivers apart from corrections
departments' budgets: contributions to retiree health care plans,
contributions to employee health insurance and pensions, and hospitalization
and health care costs for inmates incurred by other agencies.5 9 According to
the study, corrections departments cost taxpayers a total of $38.8 billion
nationally (and this figure only includes the forty states that provided
data). 60 On an individual state level, North Carolina and Georgia's
corrections departments cost taxpayers $1.2 billion and $1.1 billion,
respectively. 6 1 Although North Carolina and Georgia are regionally similar
to South Carolina, North Carolina and Georgia have much higher
populations. 62 One gains a better perspective by comparing South Carolina's
expenditure with a state like Iowa-a state much closer in population 63 to
South
Carolina whose
corrections
department
cost
taxpayers
approximately $276 million.64 Compared to Iowa's numbers, the budget for
the Department of Corrections seems adequate.

58. CHRISTIAN HENRICHSON & RUTH DELANEY, VERA INST. OF JUST., THE PRICE OF
PRISONS: WHAT INCARCERATION COSTS TAXPAYERS 2 (Jan. 2012), https://shnny.org/uploads/
Price-of-Prisons.pdf.
59. Id at 4.
60. Id at 6.
61. Id at 8.
62. According to the 2016 estimates, North Carolina and Georgia each have populations
over 10 million. In comparison, South Carolina has a population of just under 5 million less
than half of either North Carolina or Georgia. QuickFacts: Georgia; North Carolina; South
Carolina; Iowa, U.S. CENSUS BUREAU (July 1, 2016), https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/

fact/dashboard/GA,NC,SC,IA/PST045216.
63. Id (stating that the 2016 census population estimate for Iowa is approximately
3,134,693). Iowa was also chosen for comparison due to its study of rehabilitative prison
programs discussed infra pp. 24-25.
64. See HENRICHSON & DELANEY, supra note 58, at 10.
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However, while knowing what corrections departments cost states
overall is helpful, these numbers do not shed light on the actual total cost to
house, feed, and care for inmates. For that information, cost per inmate data
provides a better reference. 65 In the Federal Bureau of Prisons, the cost of
incarceration per inmate equaled $31,997.65 per year, or $87.61 per day. 66
Comparatively, although Georgia has a high taxpayer cost overall, its
corrections department spends relatively little per inmate with costs per
inmate averaging only $21,039 per year. 67 On the other hand, Iowa spends
$32,925 per inmate per year a seemingly high investment per inmate. 68
Rounding out the comparative state numbers, North Carolina falls
somewhere in the middle, spending $29,965 per inmate per year. 69 Still,

when comparing South Carolina to these states, South Carolina comes in
last, spending just $20,925 per inmate per year, or $57.33 per day. 70 Of this
total, state funds accounted for $19,054 per year, or $52.20 per day.7' While
frugality may be a goal of the legislature, it is important to remember that
"operating a safe, secure, humane, and well-programmed prison can't be
done on the cheap." 72
The Department of Corrections operates twenty-one facilities located
across the state. 73 According to a report released by the agency in September
2017, 19,946 inmates were incarcerated in state corrections facilities. 74
Compare this inmate population with Georgia, which houses 53,704
inmates75 in thirty-three state prisons. 76 North Carolina operates the most
state facilities-fifty-five 7 7 with an inmate population of 40,203,' while

65.
66.
2016).
67.

See id. at 9 (noting that comparing costs per inmate is useful for policy makers).
Annual Determination of Average Cost of Incarceration, 81 Fed. Reg. 46,957 (July 19,
HENRICHSON & DELANEY, supra note 58, at 10.

68. Id
69. Id
70. S.C. DEP'T OF CORR., COST PER INMATE FISCAL YEARS 1988-2017 (2017), http://
www.doc.sc.gov/research/BudgetAndExpenditures/PerInmateCostl988-2017.pdf
71. Id Because the Vera study did not provide them, the author calculated the cost per day
for the states referenced: Georgia - $57.64; Iowa - $90.20; and North Carolina - $82.09.
72.

HENRICHSON & DELANEY, supra note 58, at 11.

73. Institutions, S.C. DEP'T OF CORR., http://www.doc.sc.gov/institutions/institutions.html
(last visited Mar. 11, 2018).
74. S.C. DEP'T OF CORR., SECURITY VS. NON-SECURITY FILLED POSITIONS (2017),
http://www.doc.sc.gov/research/SpecialReports/filledpositionsbysecurityindicatorinstitutions_090
117.pdf.
75.

HENRICHSON & DELANEY, supra note 58, at 10.

76. State Prisons, GA. DEP'T OF CORR., http://www.dcor.state.ga.us/Divisions/Facilities/
StatePrisons (last visited Mar. 11, 2018).
77. Prisons, N.C. DEP'T OF PUB. SAFETY, https://www.ncdps.gov/Adult-Corrections
Prisons (last visited Mar. 11, 2018).
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Iowa operates the fewest state facilities with just nine institutionS 79 housing
8,384 inmates. 0
Essential to keeping inmates safe in prison facilities is maintaining a low
inmate-to-staff ratio." In the Federal Bureau of Prisons, the inmate-to-staff
ratio averages around 4.4:1.82 While this ratio appears reasonable, the ideal
ratio is 3:1-a ratio that existed before the Federal Bureau of Prisons had to
"run prisons on the cheap." 8 3 Of the states listed as comparisons thus far,
only Iowa approaches this ideal ratio with an inmate-to-staff ratio of 3.3:1.84
Conversely, the Georgia Department of Corrections's inmate-to-staff ratio of
10.2:1 seems to suggest either an extreme staff shortage or mass
incarceration.8
South Carolina falls between these two extremes with an inmate-to-staff
ratio of 7.2:1.86 In a September 2017 report, the Department of Corrections
7
reported employing 2,785 security staff personnel in its institutions.
Security staff includes not just correctional officers but also wardens,
captains, lieutenants, and other higher-ranking officers." Even accounting
for higher-ranking security staff, the Department of Corrections's inmate-tostaff ratio remains more than twice the ratio recommended by the Federal
Bureau of Prisons.89 Moreover, this ratio reflects a department-wide average
inmate-to-staff ratio; it does not account for ratios among individual
institutions.90 Each institution may have a higher or lower inmate-to-staff
ratio; most often, the ratio is higher. 9' For example, Evans Correctional
Institution-a male prison currently with the largest inmate population of the
state's medium-security institutions has an inmate-to-staff ratio of

78. HENRICHSON & DELANEY, supra note 58, at 10.
79. About Institutions, IOWA DEP'T OF CORR., https://doc.iowa.gov/about-us/about-institut
ions (last visited Mar. 11, 2018).
80. HENRICHSON & DELANEY, supra note 58, at 10.
81. See Davidson, supra note 25.
82. Id
83. Id
84. Quarterly Quick Facts:December 31, 2017, IOWA DEP'T OF CORR., https://doc.iowa.
gov/data/quick-facts (last visited Feb. 22, 2018).
85. See GA. DEP'T OF CORR., 2016 ANNUAL REPORT, http://www.dcor.state.ga.us/
sites/default/files/sites/all/gdc/files/pdflResearch/Monthly/GDC%20FY2016%20Annual%20Rep
ort.pdf.
86. See S.C. DEP'T OF CORR., supra note 74.
87. Id
88. Id
89. See Davidson, supra note 25.
90.

S.C. DEP'T OF CORR., supra note 74.

91.

Id
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10.6: 1.92 Of the maximum-security institutions, the lowest inmate-to-staff
ratio is 6:1 at Kirkland Correctional Institution. 93 This imbalance of control
can present severe security risks, 94 a problem one can only imagine is
exacerbated when an officer must call in sick or otherwise cannot work his
or her assigned shift.
While the Department of Corrections is not on the extreme end of any
single statistic, 95 the department's difficulty in filling security positions to
adequately maintain control of its institutions is highlighted. With total cost
to taxpayers and costs per inmate on the low end, relatively speaking,
increased funding to address staffing and safety issues would certainly be
feasible and reasonable.
III. CURRENT ISSUES FACING THE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
Besides being understaffed, the Department of Corrections faces two
primary issues that heavily impact allocation of department funds: security
threats, both internal and external, and recidivism rates of incarcerated
persons. Understanding some of the issues arising from these two subjects
and how those issues affect the Department of Corrections's resources is
crucial in considering the department's funding.
A.

Rising Security Threatsfrom Advancing Technology

Understaffed prisons and security breaches can combine to create a
chaotic prison environment and place both correctional officers and inmates
in dangerous situations. 96 This dangerous combination was illustrated in the
Jimmy Causey escape. 97 Using a contraband cell phone, Causey coordinated
with civilians to obtain wire cutters delivered via drone. 98 Causey then
utilized a makeshift dummy to dupe correctional officers into believing he
was asleep in his cell for nearly eighteen hours. 99 Had the inmate-to-staff
ratio been closer to the 3:1 ideal, it is possible that the entire plot could have

92. Id. The physical inmate count for Evans Correctional Institution is 1,333. Id.
93. Id.
94. See Davidson, supra note 25 ("These high ratios negatively impact our ability to
effectively supervise prisoners .... ).
95. See discussionsupra Section II.B.
96. See Monk, supra note 20 ("Stirling . . attributes the increase [in slayings and assaults]
to more cell phones and other contraband slipping into prisons, as well as to continued problems
in hiring enough corrections officers to staff South Carolina's prisons.").
97. See Associated Press, supra note 8.
98. Id.
99. See Evans, supra note 11.
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been foiled in its planning stages. At least, the staff may have been more
likely to observe something was awry before eighteen hours had passed.
By far, the biggest external threat to prison safety is contraband cell
phones.1 00 Inmates use contraband cell phones to threaten citizens on the
outside,'o' to order and coordinate "hits" on people the inmates believe have
or will "wrong" them, 0 2 and to coordinate delivery of additional
contraband.1 03 Contraband cell phone use by inmates is a growing problem
in America's correctional institutions. 104 One law review article noted how
advances in cell phone technology contribute to the growing problem of cell
phone use in prisons:
Decreasing cell phone sizes make smuggling handsets and their
components easier. The availability of less expensive wireless
devices is also a contributing factor, as cellular phones are within
financial reach of more inmates. The rise of "smart phone"
capabilities such as in-phone digital photography, email, and
intemet access pose additional risks. 105
Access to the internet through contraband cell phones adds an additional
means through which inmates can covertly coordinate illegal activity while
imprisoned. 106
Contraband cell phones can enter prisons in numerous ways. 0 7 Often,
family members or others on an inmate's visitation list smuggle the
contraband cell phones into prisons and surreptitiously deliver them to the
inmate. 0 In other instances, contraband cell phones are tossed over external
prison fences where security is lacking. 109

100. See Associated Press, supra note 8.
101. See Fitzgerald,supra note 26, at 1272.
102. E.g., id. at 1281 (describing the use of a contraband cell phone to coordinate violence
at five different correctional facilities); Associated Press, supra note 8 (describing the use of a
contraband cell phone to coordinate the shooting of a correctional officer at his home).
103. E.g., Associated Press, supra note 8 (describing the use of a contraband cell phone to
obtain contraband tools to break out of prison).
104. Fitzgerald, supra note 26, at 1274.
105. Id (citing Tricia Bishop, Cell Phone Presence in Prisons Provokes Calls to Jam
Signals, BALT. SUN (Apr. 13, 2009), http://articles.baltimoresun.com/2009-04-13/news/09041
20141_1 cell-phones-jam-signals; Vince Beiser, PrisonersRun Gangs, Plan Escapes and Even
Order Hits With Smuggled Cellphones, WIRED (May 22, 2009, 12:00 PM), https://www.wired.
com/2009/05/ff-prisonphones/?currentPage=1).
106. See id. at 1275.
107. See id. at 1276-77.
108. See id. at 1276.
109. See id.
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However, most alarming are the number of cell phones smuggled in by
correctional employees themselves."`0 Certain prison staff are more
susceptible than others to being coaxed into doing inmates favors, regardless
of the potential threat it may cause themselves or their fellow staff
members."' Staff members willing to smuggle in contraband cell phones for
inmates may be persuaded by the potentially high price inmates offer to pay
them for obtaining the cell phones, which can range anywhere from a few
hundred dollars to over one thousand dollars.11 2 Providing contraband cell
phones to inmates poses dire consequences. Any person who provides or
attempts to provide a cell phone to an incarcerated inmate is guilty of a
felony in South Carolina." 3 However, accomplices do not seem to be
deterred by the threat of physical harm, loss of employment, or legal
consequences.
One proposed solution to controlling contraband cell phone use in
prisons is to render them inoperative through cell phone jamming
technology. 114 Essentially, cell phone jamming technology works by
"block[ing] the transmission and reception of radio signals necessary for cell
phones to function.""' Because cell phones use multiple frequencies to
operate, jamming cell phones is not necessarily as simple as it may seem. 116
Parties opposing cell phone jamming technology note the potential for the
jamming signal to "leak" out of a designated area and interfere with
legitimate phone calls, especially in emergency situations." 7
Nonetheless, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) currently
does not permit state governments and agencies to use cell phone jamming
technology."' The FCC interprets the Federal Communications Act of
1934119 as allowing only the federal government to use cell phone jamming
technology. 120 The FCC's interpretation is so strict that even the Federal

110. Id (citing Ruben Rosario, Prison Cell Phone Proposal Needs Review of Call Rates,
ST. PAUL PIONEER PRESS (Nov. 12, 2015, 8:22 PM), https://www.twincities.com/2009/07/15/
ruben-rosario-prison-cell-phone-proposal-needs-review-of-call-rates/).
111. See id. at 1276-77.
112. See id. at 1277.
113. S.C. CODE ANN. § 24-3-950 (2007).
114. See Fitzgerald,supra note 26, at 1273.
115. Id at 1281 (citing S. Robert Carter, III, The Sound of Silence: Why andHow the FCC
Should Permit Private Property Owners to Jam Cell Phones, 28 RUTGERS COMPUTER & TECH.
L.J. 343, 349 (2002)).
116. Id at 1282 (citing Carter, supra note 115, at 350).
117. See Jane C. Christie, Disconnected: The Safe Prisons Communications Act Fails to
Address Prison Communications, 51 JURIMETRICS J. 17, 44-47 (2010).
118. See Fitzgerald,supra note 26, at 1283 (citing S. REP. No. 111-79, at 2 (2009)).
119. 47 U.S.C. § 333 (2012).
120. See S. REP. No. 111-79, at 2 (2009); Associated Press, supra note 8.
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Bureau of Prisons is not authorized to utilize cell phone jamming technology
in federal prisons.' 2 ' Cell phone providers and carriers support the FCC's
interpretation and lobby against petitions from state governments requesting
changes to expand the regulation's limited application.1 22
The Department of Corrections has twice petitioned the FCC to allow
state governments and agencies to employ cell phone jamming technology
specifically to combat contraband cell phone use in prisons.1 23 As recently
as 2009, the Department of Corrections joined by thirty other corrections
departments petitioned the FCC requesting a change in the cell phone
jamming regulation.1 24 In its petition, the Department of Corrections noted
that cell phone jamming would not be "a 'magic bullet' that can prevent all
illicit use of [contraband cell phones]" but that it would greatly improve
state corrections departments' abilities to combat the problem, especially
those with "insufficient funding to fulfill their core mission."1 25 However,
until the FCC makes a change in the regulation, state corrections
departments with limited resources must find alternative means to fight the
growing use of contraband cell phones in prisons.1 26
Additionally, the growing availability of drones to citizens is
exacerbating the problem of contraband entering prisons. 127 As drones
become more affordable and more sophisticated, they are being used more
often to fly within correctional facility perimeters and deliver contraband.1 28
With increasing payload capacity, drones can carry heavier deliveries,1 29
including guns and other weapons as well as drugs.1 30 Increased availability
of drones with advanced capabilities presents extremely dangerous security
threats to both inmates and prison employees alike.13' Like many state
corrections departments, the Department of Corrections faces the battle of

121. Fitzgerald, supra note 26, at 1284 (citing Telephone Interview with Brian Hendricks,
Republican General Counsel, U.S. Senate Comm. on Commerce, Sci. & Transp. (Jan. 6, 2010)).
122. See id. at 1273, 1296.
123. See, e.g., S.C. Dep't of Corr., Petition for Rulemaking in re Authorization of CMRS
Jamming Within Correctional Institutions in Order to Improve Public Safety Under Conditions
that Protect Legitimate CMRS Users, at 2 (filed Aug. 6, 2009).
124. Id at 1.
125. Id at 2.
126. See Fitzgerald,supra note 26, at 1289-92.
127. See Associated Press, supra note 8.
128. Ellis, supra note 31, at 47.
129. See id. at 44.
130. See Josh Saul, Prisoners Use Smuggled Phones and Drones, but Justice Department
Plans to Jam Airwaves, NEWSWEEK (Jan. 8, 2018, 1:53 PM), http://www.newsweek.com/
prison-cell-phone-drone-jam-justice-department-rosenstein-774330.
131. See id.; Monk, supra note 20.
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intercepting these drones before the contraband reaches inmates.1 32 Because
drones are classified as unmanned aircraft,1 33 security staff members are not
allowed to shoot down drones flying in airspace over prison facilities.1 34
Sufficient means to combat drones and intercept drone-delivered contraband
can be costly and are not guaranteed to work since the technology is still
developing.1 35 Furthermore, without sufficient staff to monitor the
institution's perimeter and airspace, minimizing the threat of drones
becomes increasingly difficult.1 36 Improving the Department of
Corrections's ability to combat security threats within the state's prison
system will require both time and resources, each of which demands money
to be effective.
B. Reducing Recidivism Rates Through Rehabilitative Programs for
Inmates
Incarceration is a vital function of the American criminal justice
system. 137 Under a utilitarian theory of punishment, incarceration is justified
by its usefulness in reforming the inmate. 138 Ideally, an inmate's time in
prison rehabilitates him or her back to an average citizen, deterring the
inmate from committing future crimes.1 39 However, in reality, many inmates
are either existing repeat offenders or will likely become repeat offenders. 140
Recidivism, then, can financially burden corrections systems.141
Statistics released by the Department of Corrections show that
recidivism rates declined from Fiscal Year 2010 through Fiscal Year
2014.142 During that period, the percentage of inmates who returned to
prison within three years-the time frame with complete data for each

132. See Ellis, supra note 31, at 47.
133. See id. at 42; see also 49 U.S.C. § 40102(a)(6) (2012) (defining aircraft as "any
contrivance invented, used, or designed to navigate, or fly in, the air").
134. See Ellis, supra note 31, at 42 n. 1.
135. See Saul, supra note 130.
136. See Monk, supra note 20.
137. See Anne R. Traum, Mass Incarcerationat Sentencing, 64 HASTINGS L.J. 423, 427-29
(2013).
138. See John Lawrence Hill, A Utilitarian Theory ofDuress, 84 IOWA L. REV. 275, 31315(1999).
139. See id.
140. See S.C. DEP'T OF CORR., RECIDIVISM RATES OF INMATES RELEASED DURING
FY2010-FY2014, http://www.doc.sc.gov/research/SpecialReports/RecidivismRatesOflnmatesRe
leasedDuringFY20 1 0-FY2014.pdf [hereinafter RECIDIVISM RATES].
141. See HENRICHSON & DELANEY, supra note 58, at 12 ("Reducing recidivism offers
significant potential savings.").
142. See RECIDIVISM RATES, supra note 140.
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reporting year-declined by 2.1%. 143 The chance of an inmate returning to
prison increased the longer the inmate was released; however, even
recidivism rates for inmates within five years or less showed a declining
trend.1 44 This decline is a promising trend, and one that all South Carolinians
should be eager to continue.
The recidivism statistics from the Department of Corrections indicate
that reoffenders are more likely to be young.1 45 In Fiscal Year 2014, 28.5%
of offenders under twenty-five years old when released returned to prison.1 46
Similarly, 29.7% of inmates convicted under the Youthful Offender Act
returned to prison during Fiscal Year 2014.147 It is possible that inmates
serving longer sentences and, therefore, being older upon release may skew
the recidivism statistics relating to age. Still, the number of youth who
reoffend is troubling. The recidivism rates of young inmates indicate that
something must be done during these inmates' time in prison to reduce their
chances of reoffending.
Although recidivism rates typically increase the longer an inmate has
been released, 4 8 former inmates may be less likely to reoffend if they learn
applicable trade and job-related skills while incarcerated. 149 Programs like
the prison industries work program not only benefit inmates but support
South Carolina industries by providing labor for positions otherwise left
unfilled. 5 0 The prison industries program is statutorily authorized by
sections 24-3-310 through -430 of the South Carolina Code.1 5 ' The program
is intended to "provide more adequate, regular, and suitable employment for
the inmates"1 52 and is "designed to place inmates in a realistic working and
training environment in which they are able to acquire marketable
skills . .. . "153 Difficulty finding employment once released from prison
plays a key role in recidivism. 154 Without gainful employment, recently

143. Id
144. Id
145. Id
146. Id
147. Id
148. Id
149. See id. (showing that recidivism rates for former inmates who participated in a prison
program such as the prison industry program or the work program were almost always lower than
the overall recidivism rates for Fiscal Years 2010-14).
150. See S.C. CODE ANN. § 24-3-315 (2007) (requiring the director to verify that the use of
inmate labor "will not displace employed workers" prior to using such labor).
151. S.C. CODE ANN. §§ 24-3-310-430 (2007 & Supp. 2017).
152. S.C. CODE ANN. § 24-3-310(1) (Supp. 2017).
153. Id § 24-3-310(4).
154. Charles J. Hynes & Maria F. Brailsford, A ProsecutionReentry Program to Reduce
Recidivism Among the FormerlyIncarcerated, 17 FLA. COASTAL L. REv. 285, 292 (2016).
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released inmates have trouble keeping a permanent residence and paying
restitution or family support.' 5 Additionally, unemployed releasees are not
deterred from committing additional crimes by the fear of losing a job.15 6
Various studies indicate that programs emphasizing vocational and work
skills help to reduce recidivism. 15' For example, law enforcement agencies
in Brooklyn, New York, initiated the ComALERT program to help the
formerly incarcerated successfully transition into mainstream society. " The
ComALERT program helped prepare recent releasees for gainful
employment by teaching the releasees resume and interviewing skills and
helping the releasees find employment. 5 9 In addition to vocational and work
skills, the program also taught releasees valuable lessons in becoming
financially responsible and avoiding substance abuse.1 60 Not only did the
program succeed in reducing recidivism rates, but implementing the
program cost only a fraction of the cost of incarceration.161 Although
participants in the ComALERT program were already released from
prison,162 the program's results illustrate the significant value of teaching
work skills in order to reduce recidivism rates. Undoubtedly, work and
vocational skills have a great impact in reducing recidivism whether taught
during incarceration or after release.
IV.

BENEFITS OF INCREASED LEGISLATIVE FUNDING

Legislators face difficult decisions in determining how to allocate state
budget funds to best serve the citizens of South Carolina.1 63 Usually, the
Department of Corrections is not the legislature's highest budgetary priority,
with significant funds instead going to areas such as education and pension

155. See id. at 296.
156. See id. at 293-94.
157. Id at 304 (citing Richard P. Seiter & Karen R. Kadela, PrisonerReentry: What Works,
What Does Not, and What is Promising, 49 CRIME & DELINQ. 360, 372-73 (2003)).
158. See id. at 297.
159. Id at 297-98.
160. Id at 298-99.
161. See id at 300 ("ComALERT's cost per client was $2,200 for one year versus the
annual cost of $60,000 per inmate in the New York prison system.").
162. Id at 297 (citing ERIN JACOBS & BRUCE WESTERN, REPORT ON THE EVALUATION OF
THE COMALERT PRISONER REENTRY PROGRAM 1-2 (2007), http://scholar.harvard.edu/files/
brucewestern/files/report 1 0 0 9 0 7 1 .pdf).
163. See T.R. v. S.C. Dep't of Corr., No. 2005-CP-40-2925, slip op. at 3 (S.C. Ct. Com. Pl.
2014) ("The Court recognizes that the Department is underfunded and understaffed in many
particulars.... The operation of any state agency is a matter of competing priorities, and the
General Assembly, as keeper of the public purse, is not in a position to excessively fund any
entity.").
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accounts.1 64 However, as discussed in Part II, the amount budgeted to the
Department of Corrections has room to grow relative to the budgets of
comparable states.1 65 Increased legislative funding of the Department of
Corrections can benefit both the agency and the state.
A.

Benefits to the Departmentof Correctionsfrom IncreasedFunding

Additional legislative funding will help the Department of Corrections
maintain control of prison facilities through increased security staffing and
infrastructure to detect and prevent contraband from entering its facilities.
Rapidly changing technology creates difficulties in crafting solutions to
minimize security threats caused by contraband within prisons.1 66 As is often
the case with technology, solutions to existing problems are often nullified
by technological advancements.1 67 With increased funding from the
legislature, the Department of Corrections will be better able to keep up with
changing technology and squash security risks to correctional institutions.
First, staff shortages must be addressed to ensure the safety and welfare
of employees and inmates. State correctional institutions with full security
staffs provide a safer atmosphere for staff and inmates.1 68 Vigilance is
essential to maintaining order and safety in institutions but can be difficult
when institutions operate with too few security staff members, each of
whom are responsible for multiple tasks.1 69 Fully-staffed institutions are
better able to squash disruptions and respond to emergencies effectively and
quickly. 170
Allotting more funding for staff will help attract more applicants,
including those applicants with pertinent prior experience. The base pay for
entry-level correctional officers is among the lowest of all law enforcement
positions. '' State legislators recognized the need for increasing the salaries
of correctional officers when they approved a $1,500 base pay increase in

164. McMaster Veto Letter, supra note 36, at 1.
165. See supra Section II.B.
166. See Tracy Samilton, Prisons Work to Keep Out Drug-SmugglingDrones, NPR (Nov.
15, 2017, 5:11 AM), https://www.npr.org/2017/11/15/564272346/prisons-work-to-keep-out-drug
-smuggling-drones.
167. See id. ("As you would expect, experts are working to stay one step ahead.....
[C]ompanies are designing audio, radar and laser systems to detect drones, along with technology
to disable or intercept them.").
168. See Davidson, supra note 25.
169. See id.
170. See id.
171. See Rolddn, supra note 15.
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2016. 172 Director Stirling acknowledged that the pay boost attracted more
candidates to the department.1 73 It follows that an additional pay increase for
correctional officers would likely invite even more applicants for the
position and boost morale for existing officers.
Filling more security positions would alleviate the pressures imposed on
existing correctional officers. Sometimes, correctional officers must work
overtime to compensate for the lack of security staff in order to maintain
safety in the institutions.1 74 A more robust security staff may help to reduce
occupational burnout, reducing the high turnover rates of security staff that
the department currently experiences.' 7 5 Retaining experienced correctional
officers helps to balance the inexperience of newly trained officers and
establishes a more well-rounded security staff. Experienced correctional
officers are better able to help incoming officers adjust to their
responsibilities and the challenges accompanying the position.
Additionally, fully-staffed institutions can operate as intended rather
than on stricter security procedures usually meant only for particularly
vulnerable periods. Due to staff shortages, correctional institutions operate
under lockdown procedures more often.1 76 Lockdown procedures make the
already-restricted prison life even more restrictive for inmates. 17 Intended
to be used in response to a crisis within an institution in order to regain
control, lockdowns require inmates to remain in their cells for an extended
period of time.17 During lockdown, inmates do not leave for mealtime and,
instead, are served each meal in their cells until the lockdown is lifted. 179
Because of the mental effects such restriction can cause on inmates, the
American Bar Association (ABA) recommends using lockdown procedures
only as long as necessary to regain order in an institution.1s0 Since more
correctional officers would be available to provide eyes-on supervision of
the inmates, adequate staffing would allow institutions to operate under
normal procedures, rather than lockdown procedures, except when necessary
to regain order.

172. Id
173. Id
174. See Monk, supra note 20 (mentioning that the department pays overtime).
175. Id (stating that the number of corrections officers in South Carolina has had "years of
declining numbers").
176. AM. BAR Ass'N, supra note 23, at 67-68 (citing Coleman v. Schwarzenegger, 922 F.
Supp. 2d 882, 949-50 (E.D. Cal. 2009)).
177. See id. at 99.
178. Id
179. See id.
180. Id at 99-100.
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Further, with a larger security staff, the Department of Corrections can
increase detection efforts to help prevent contraband from entering prisons.
Preventing contraband from getting to inmates is essential to maintaining
order within institutions.1' Because it seems unlikely that the FCC will
allow state governments and agencies to utilize cell phone jamming
technology in the near future,' 82 the Department of Corrections must seek
alternative means to combat contraband cell phones. Conducting random
searches using correctional officers and contraband-sniffing dogs is one
potential alternative. 8 3 However, random searches are accompanied by a
high price tag and a substantial safety risk to the officers conducting the
searches. 8 4 In fact, it was a correctional officer's attempt to confiscate a
contraband cell phone from an inmate that incited the riot at Trenton
Correctional Institution in June 2017. 1
A potentially safer and more cost-effective use of additional funding
would be to purchase technology to assist correctional officers in detecting
contraband, specifically cell phones. Managed-access systems are one
example of such technology. 8 6 Managed-access systems allow only preauthorized phones to send and receive phone calls within a specified area.8 7
Cell phones that are not pre-authorized are effectively disabled while within
the system's "cloud" of coverage." However, in order to operate
effectively, a cell tower must be constructed. 189 This required infrastructure,
plus any maintenance costs, likely makes managed-access systems costprohibitive to the state budget.1 90 Still, additional funding would allow the
department to consider the feasibility of technology akin to managed-access
systems.
Furthermore, increased funding would allow the department to purchase
and install more of the equipment it currently uses to intercept contraband.
Purchasing and installing additional video surveillance systems would aid in
monitoring institutional perimeters for contraband either thrown over
manually or dropped-in via drones. An increased security staff would work
together with additional security technology to detect and intercept
contraband. Then, more correctional officers would be available to patrol

181.
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.

See Monk, supra note 20.
See Christie, supra note 117, at 27-30; Fitzgerald, supra note 26, at 1309.
Fitzgerald, supra note 26, at 1295.
Id at 1302; see Monk, supra note 20.
Ewing, supra note 4.
See Fitzgerald,supra note 26, at 1296.
See id. (citing Bishop, supra note 105).
See id. (citing Bishop, supra note 105).
Id at 1303 (citing Bishop, supra note 105).
See id. at 1303.
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institutional perimeters or to monitor surveillance feeds in order to intercept
contraband.
Finally, with a larger budget, the Department of Corrections could
address recidivism by increasing the availability of existing rehabilitative
programs and work opportunities for inmates. These programs help the
Department of Corrections reduce the number of incarcerated persons by
preventing reoffenders through rehabilitation. Ultimately, reducing
reoffenders would help to keep the staff-to-inmate ratios in institutions down
to maintain safety and to prevent overcrowding. Preventing overcrowding is
essential to the state's ability to provide constitutionally adequate care for
inmates while incarcerated.191 Comments to Standard 23-3.1 of the ABA's
Treatment of Prisoners notes that "overcrowding can undermine security and
all aspects of conditions of confinement."1 92 Courts have found
overcrowding to cause "unconstitutionally deficient medical and mental
health care."1 93 Preventing overcrowding is extremely important while the
Department of Corrections works to improve its mental health services in
compliance with the court-ordered mandate to fix an "inherently flawed"
system.1 94 By reducing recidivism, the Department of Corrections can help
to maintain sufficient bed space and ideal staff-to-inmate ratios to ensure
that inmates receive constitutionally adequate care.
B. Benefits to the State and its Taxpayers
Efforts to rehabilitate inmates while incarcerated especially efforts
directed towards young, first-time offenders would likely reduce
recidivism rates, benefiting taxpayers in the long term. Housing repeat
offenders is a necessary reality, but the state would be best served by
rehabilitating offenders in order to prevent their return to prison.19 Recent
incidents at the Department of Corrections spurred citizen action groups to
request additional rehabilitation efforts in South Carolina's prisons.1 96 For
example, the prison industries program provides inmates with skills that can

191. See AM. BAR Ass'N, supra note 23, at 67 (including limiting instances when inmates
are housed in institutions with a higher security level than their assigned classifications due to bed
shortages).
192. Id. at 66.
193. Id. (citing Coleman v. Schwarzenegger, 922 F. Supp. 2d 882 (E.D. Cal. 2009)).
194. See T.R. v. S.C. Dep't of Corr., No. 2005-CP-40-2925, slip op. at 8 (S.C. Ct. Com. Pl.
2014).
195. See Hynes & Brailsford, supra note 154, at 300-01.
196. See Kulmala, supra note 14 (."As taxpaying citizens, we should expect that those
that are going into our prison system are going to have some sort of rehabilitation done while
they're there.').
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be used to find employment once released.1 97 Gainful employment helps
reduce the chances of inmates reoffending once released.' 98 In fact, only
12.5% of releasees who previously participated in prison industry programs
in South Carolina correctional facilities returned to prison in 2014.199
Ultimately, reducing recidivism rates can save taxpayers over time by
decreasing the inmate population and increasing the number of citizens
contributing to the general welfare of the state. 200 While the Department of
Corrections already implements some programs aimed at rehabilitating
inmates and providing them with marketable skills, 201 funding for additional
programs or for expanding existing programs would benefit both taxpayers
and inmates. Work and rehabilitative programs that teach applicable job
skills to incarcerated inmates would benefit the state by increasing the
number of skilled workers. In some cases, these programs even decrease
economic burdens imposed on the state. 202
One example of a particularly successful work program run by the
Department of Corrections that directly benefits South Carolina is the dairy
operation at Wateree River Correctional Institution. 203 The Wateree River
dairy operation is the third largest dairy plant in South Carolina. 204 In the
twelve months prior to July 2017, the plant produced 7.5 million pounds of
milk. 205 In fact, the state-of-the-art dairy plant produces all of the milk
consumed by inmates in Department of Corrections institutions. 206 Milk that
is not consumed in Department of Corrections institutions is utilized by
other state agencies, including the Department of Juvenile Justice. 207 Using
innovative technology that packages milk in small pouches, the dairy
operation saved the agency $34,000 within the first month of production.208
The Agricultural Branch Chief estimates the pouches will save the agency

197. See Prell, supranote 39.
198. Hynes & Brailsford, supra note 154, at 297 (citing NATHAN JAMES, OFFENDER
REENTRY:

CORRECTIONAL

STATISTICS,

REINTEGRATION

INTO

THE

COMMUNITY,

AND

RECIDIvISM 14-15 (2015), http://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/RL34287.pdf).
199. RECIDIvISM RATES, supra note 140.
200. See Christie, supra note 117, at 54.
201. See, e.g., discussion infra pp. 22-24.
202. See S.C. Dep't of Corr., SCDC Dairy Operation Continues to be Innovative,
CORRECTIONS CONNECTION, June/July 2017, at 6-7 [hereinafter SCDC Dairy];About, DIvIsIoN
OF INDUSTRIES:

S.C. DEP'T OF CORR., http://www.scdcindustries.sc.gov/About/Pages/default.

aspx (last visited Mar. 13, 2018) [hereinafter DIvISION OF INDUSTRIES].
203. See SCDC Dairy, supra note 202, at 6-7.
204. Id at 6.
205. Id
206. See id.
207. Id
208. Id at7.
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close to $500,000 per year. 209 With additional equipment, the operation can
produce other dairy products, such as yogurt and ice cream, making the
Department of Corrections self-sufficient in its dairy needs. 210
Qualified inmates working at the Wateree River dairy operation learn
applicable agricultural skills they can use to market themselves for potential
jobs when released. 2 1' These skills help funnel recent releasees into skilled
jobs, an effort that is proven to reduce recidivism. 212 Studies show that
maintaining steady employment upon reentry to society reduces recidivism
because it increases the worker's morale, bridges the acclimation process
back into general society, and helps the releasees become financially
stable. 213 Employed individuals aiming to stay gainfully employed and
become financially independent are motivated not to reoffend. 214 Over time,
the financial independence of many former inmates could help to offset the
amount of state money spent through state-sponsored financial assistance
programs.
In addition, the Wateree River dairy operation helps alleviate current
expenses that would otherwise be imposed on taxpayers. 215 South Carolina
is considered a dairy-deficient state, meaning that private South Carolina
dairy farmers provide only approximately 25% of the milk necessary to
satisfy the needs of South Carolina citizens. 216 Because of this deficiency,
private South Carolina dairy farmers are federally required to subsidize the
cost to import milk into the state to account for the difference. 217 The
Wateree River dairy operation helps to lower the amount of milk that must
be imported, thereby decreasing the fee that private South Carolina dairy
farmers must pay. 2 18

Similarly, through the Department of Corrections Division of Industries,
inmates have the opportunity to learn skills in a number of other trades while
offering cost-effective products to qualified entities in South Carolina. 219
Participating inmates gain hands-on experience building furniture, printing
paper goods, framing prints and photographs, and embroidering clothing,

209.
210.
211.
212.
213.
214.
215.
216.
217.
218.
219.

Id
See
See
See
See
See
See
Id
Id
Id
See

id. at 8.
id.
Hynes & Brailsford, supra note 154, at 297.
id. at 300.
id.
SCDC Dairy, supra note 202, at7.

DIVISION OF INDUSTRIES, supra note 202.
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among other skills. 220 Goods produced through Division of Industries
programs can be purchased by governmental, educational, and nonprofit
organizations, usually for a much lower cost than those from traditional
providers.221 Even public citizens can take advantage of the framing services
offered by the Division of IndustrieS 222 by visiting its framing shop, which
sits in the shadow of the South Carolina State House on South Main Street in
Columbia. 223

Division of Industries programs do more than just teach inmates
applicable work skills; the programs positively economically impact South
Carolina. 224 Proceeds earned by the programs are statutorily mandated to
apply to restitution, child support, cost of incarceration, or future savings
accounts. 225 These mandatory deductions have a large beneficial impact on
our state. In fact, in Fiscal Year 2017, proceeds from Division of Industries
programs contributed over $693,000 to child support, over $1.4 million to
victims and victims' programs, and offset the costs of incarceration by over
$1.4 million. 226 Given the large financial benefits South Carolinians
experience from programs like the Wateree River dairy operation and
Division of Industries-even if most taxpayers are unaware of these
impacts-allocating more funding to the Department of Corrections to help
continue and expand these programs seems like a smart investment.
Besides prison industries and work programs, additional rehabilitative
programs can be implemented during incarceration to help prepare inmates
to reacclimate to society upon release. 227 The Iowa Department of
Corrections studied the return on investment of several rehabilitative
programs it implemented in its facilities over a ten-year period to determine
the impact on taxpayers.228 The study evaluated programs for three different
areas: institutional programs, community programs for releasees, and
community programs for higher-risk probationers. 229 Most applicable to the
focus of this Note are the institutional programs. The Iowa Department of
Corrections evaluated five different institutional programs that were

220.
221.
222.
223.
224.
225.

Id
See id.
Id
The frame shop is located at 921 Main Street, Columbia, South Carolina 29201.
See DIVISION OF INDUSTRIES, supra note 202.
S.C. CODE ANN. § 24-1-295 (Supp. 2017); see also SCDC Division ofIndustries, S.C.
DEP'T OF CORR., http://www.scdcindustries.sc.gov/SiteCollectionDocuments/DOlbrochure08171
6.pdf.
226. DIvISION OF INDUSTRIES, supra note 202.
227. See Prell, supranote 39.
228. Id
229. Id
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implemented: vocational education, correctional education, drug treatment,
cognitive behavioral programs, and prison industries.230 Each institutional
program was evaluated by two metrics: benefits minus costs and benefit-tocost ratio. 231 The study explained exactly what was considered in calculating
benefits:
[B]enefits include both taxpayer benefits ...
benefits .

. .

and crime victim

. Taxpayer benefits are the state and local resources

avoided as a result of a program that reduces future crime-to
include
arrest,
prosecution/courts,
jail
and
corrections
custody/supervision; [c]rime victim benefits are the monetized
value of avoided victimizations as a result of the program for
example, medical and mental health care expenses, property
damage and losses, and reduction in future earnings incurred by
crime victims . . . .232
With these items in mind, the benefits minus costs metric simply
subtracts the expenses of the program above "business as usual" from the
benefits outlined above. 233 Similarly, the benefit-to-cost ratio compares "the
amount of dollars returned in benefits for every dollar spent on a
program."

234

Of the five institutional programs evaluated, all represented beneficial
taxpayer investments. 235 Vocational education, in which inmates learn
marketable trade skills, had the highest benefits minus costs amount, totaling
$6,095, indicating it is an extremely beneficial program. 236 However,
vocational education was relatively expensive to run compared to the other
programs; it remained profitable, though, returning $4.52 for every dollar
invested. 237 Conversely, cognitive behavioral programs were the least
expensive to implement, returning $37.70 for every dollar invested. 238
Moreover, cognitive behavioral therapy programs still had a large benefits
minus costs difference of $4,561.239
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Data from the Iowa Department of Corrections study illustrates the
long-term benefits taxpayers receive from investing state budget funds into
rehabilitative programs within prison institutions. 240 Specifically, the results
from the Iowa study provide a model to the Department of Corrections for
implementing programs that "focus on specific factors that lead to continued
criminal behavior, provide a dosage/duration of treatment based on risk and
match treatment with offender characteristics . . . ."241
V.

CONCLUSION

The Department of Corrections currently faces a critical need for
increased state funding so that it may provide a safe environment for inmates
and employees. Increasing the number of security staff within institutions is
imperative to meeting the recommended conditions for imprisonment set
forth by national organizations and constitutional requirements. Not only
will increased funding from the state legislature increase recruitment efforts,
but the additional funds will assist in improving salaries for current
employees in an effort to reduce turnover and boost morale. Additional
security staff will work hand-in-hand with new and advanced infrastructure
designed to prevent contraband from entering South Carolina prisons.
Together, fully-staffed institutions and extra security devices will reduce the
number of security threats occurring within institutions.
In addition, increased legislative funding will permit the Department of
Corrections to continue funding existing programs and invest in additional
programs designed to rehabilitate inmates and reduce recidivism. Reducing
the overall number of incarcerated inmates should be a long-term goal, and
maximizing efforts to rehabilitate and prepare inmates to become
contributing members of society upon release is ideal. Studies of
rehabilitative programs implemented in other states prove that these
programs are worthy investments and markedly reduce recidivism rates,
creating long-term financial savings for states. Although the Department of
Corrections currently supports many successful programs that have
produced similar results, continued funding is required to sustain these
programs.
Comparisons to national averages and similar neighboring states show
that South Carolina spends relatively little on corrections. These statistics
show that allocating additional funds to the Department of Corrections is not
only necessary it is reasonable and feasible. As Judge Baxley stated,

240. See id.
241. Id.
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"What happens at the Department of Corrections impacts all of us ... ."242 It
is time the state legislature takes a proactive-rather than reactive
approach to providing the Department of Corrections with the necessary
funds to safely operate its system of prisons and provide programming to
rehabilitate offenders.
Erin E. Waldron

242. T.R. v. S.C. Dep't of Corr., No. 2005-CP-40-2925, slip op. at 3 (S.C. Ct. Com. Pl.
2014).
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